Abstract. Whereas environment modeling of current ray tracing algorithm used for locating is too ideal and the positioning accuracy is not high because AOA based weight intersection method fails to consider singularity bearing line intersection, this paper sets up AOA localization model on quasi-specular condition and proposes a GDOP-weighted intersection method (GWIAOA-RT) for ray-trace based target localization using AOA measurements. The method firstly utilizes idea of cluster to complete tracing propagation paths of multipath signal, gains virtual building surface after revised according to tracing result, constructs image base station, translates non-line-of-sight(NLOS) path into line-of-sight(LOS) path; then utilizes AOA measurements on each path and gets all intersections of bearing line; further utilizes circular error probable (CEP) to determine effective intersections, gives corresponding weight according to Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) of effective intersections, and weighted merge them to estimate the position of target. The method utilizes multipath signal to eliminate the impact of NLOS noise on positioning accuracy as well as consideration of position error of image base station in GDOP calculation. It has strong robustness. Simulation result shows that compared with existing methods, GWIAOA-RT method has higher positioning accuracy and better adaptation in different application scenarios.
Introduction
Location based service(LBS) provides great convenience for people's life. It has become an important component in modern life. Precise location information is the basis of LBS, so localization technique is always the research focus. Among many localization techniques, localization technique based on ray tracing [1, 2] can effectively solve problems affecting positioning effect seriously like multipath propagation, hearability [3] and NLOS noise, etc. faced by Range-based localization method and thus is paid extensive attention.
Localization technique based on ray tracing utilizes the various measurements of signal to realize the tracing of signal propagation path, constructs virtual base station with LOS path and applies various range-based localization method to target position calculating. There are some literatures to study ray tracing used for positioning. Ray tracing methods of signal based on multi-sensors were proposed in [4, 5] . Ray tracing methods based on single sensor were proposed in [6, 7] . The above signal propagation environmental modeling of algorithms is too ideal and affects the practicability of algorithm. Ref. [8] thinks the fluctuation surface of water changes with time is not pure plain. When signal reflects under water, reflex angle is determined jointly by the tangent plane at reflection point by fluctuation surface and incident ray. In such situation, reflex angle is deviated from that on pure plain condition and such environment modeling is closer to reality.
Typical range-based localization method mainly includes Time of Arrival (TOA) based method [9] , Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) based method [10] and Angle of Arrival (AOA) based method [11, 12] , etc. Of them, AOA based method is an important research branch. This paper mainly studies AOA based localization method and Cramér-Rao lower bound based on ray tracing.
Related scholars have made many researches on localization method based on AOA. Stansfield [13] proposed a weighted least square method. In [14] , Pseudo Linear-squares (PLS) was proposed and gives closed form solution of target position. Such two methods don't need initial estimation of target position and are easy to be realized, but both of them have biased estimate. Methods given by [15] , [16] [17] [18] are maximum likelihood estimation. They realizes asymptotic unbiased estimation under Gaussian assumed conditions. The method performance approaches Cramer-Rao Low Bound (CRLB). Such methods are iterative methods, and need initialized position which is closer to real position. If initialized position is unreasonable, it may lead to that method is converged by local optimal solution or cannot converge [19] .
In [20] [21] [22] , the intersections of bearing line(IBL) between sensor and target are utilized for weighted summation to estimate position of target. In [22] complex AOA(CAOA) method was proposed. This method considers the mean value of all bearing line intersections as estimated position of target. Localization method based on sensitivity analysis was proposed in [23] , generate corresponding weighted value according to first order biased derivatives of closed form solution of bearing line intersection and merge them. Reference [20] [21] suggested bearing line intersection based localization method on the basis of positioning error analysis. Weighted intersection AOA (WIAOA) localization method proposed in [20] utilizes the distance among sensors, AOA measurements and their standard deviation to construct the weighted value of bearing line intersection. CRLB-Weighted Intersection AOA (CWIAOA) location method proposed in [21] utilizes CRLB of bearing line intersection to get weighted value of intersection. The positioning accuracy of WIAOA and CWIAOA method is superior to that of PLS method, but it fails to consider the following condition ,i.e. some intersections have greater weighted value, but the deviation from actual position of target is greater than that of intersection with small weighted value. Such intersection used for target position estimation may affect the accuracy of estimation seriously. Such intersection can be called singularity intersection of bearing line (SIBL).
This paper firstly establishes AOA based localization model on quasi-specular condition according to microcell environment where base station (BS) and mobile station (MS) locate. Secondly, it gives a GDOP-weighted intersection method (GWIAOA-RT) for ray-trace based target localization using AOA measurements. Such method utilizes cluster based ray tracing method to trace propagation path of multipath signal and gives position formula of image base station (I-BS) position according to mirror principle and revised virtual building surface. It utilizes I-BSs and their AOA measurements constructed by ray tracing to get all IBLs, considers the remaining IBLs as effective intersection and weighted merge them, according to circular error probable to get rid of SIBLs. Based on this, it estimates target position. The method can make full use of multipath propagation of signal to realize single station location. It amends the position of I-BSs on quasi-specular condition and considers the position error of I-BSs in the weighted value calculation to make method have better robustness for positioning accuracy and application environment. At last, simulation result shows that compared with existing methods, this method have higher positioning accuracy and better adaptation in different application scenarios.
AOA Location Model in Microcell
The model of this method includes two parts: signal propagation environment model and localization model.
Signal Propagation Environment Model
It needs to construct environment model of wireless signal propagation directing at geographical information around the target to trace signal path. Such model is made up of geometric model and morphological model. Geometric model can be gained through field measurement or GIS system. The method given in this paper is mainly used for microcell, so we can assume that the ground of target area is horizontal flat ground. In order to simplify the model, and establish it in 2D plane, the geometric model of building is polygon formed by its projection on the ground. The side of polygon is the surface of building, the ray will be reflected on the surface, and the ith surface can be expressed with the following formula ,min ,max ,min ,max : 0 , Morphological model mainly includes parameters affecting signal propagation path. It's impossible that geometric model depicts all details on the surface of building. If assuming the surface of building is pure mirror, such assumption is too ideal, failing to consider the convexes or concaves existed on the surface of building, or the impact on signal propagation path by some uncertain factors. Referring to [8] , we need comprehensively consider various factors on the surface of building that may cause impact on signal propagation in order to make signal propagation model in microcell closer to reality. This paper thinks that when signal is reflected on the surface of building, reflected ray will have certain derivation compare with the pure specular reflection, thus a small deflection angle F  will be added, as is shown in Fig.1 . Under this circumstance, the surface of building is called quasi-mirror and signal propagation environment model based on quasi-mirror is called quasi-mirror signal propagation model. Since building is fixed, when signal is reflected on the surface of building, the deflection angle will be invariable for certain incidence point, but for the whole surface of building, deflection angle can be assumed to follow the zero-mean normal distribution with the variance as 2 F  . Meanwhile, the value of F  shall not be too big, which is assumed to be the range of 0  to 3  . Figure 1 . reflection schematic diagram on the surface of building During propagation process, only direct or reflection happens for signal, thus the formed signal propagation path is called position orientating path (POP). Such signal is called position orientating signal (POS). For POP, I-BS can be determined by utilizing mirror reflection principle, thus NLOS path can be translated into LOS path to I-BS. N times of reflection happens in propagation process of POS, thus such signal is called N order POS, the propagation path is called N order POP. In order to describe it conveniently, LOS path is also called 1 order POP.
Localization Model
Ray tracing based AOA method translates the angles of arrival of multipath signals measured by BS into angles of arrival of I-BSs to realize the solution of target position. BS receives signal through array antenna and utilizes beam forming, MUSIC algorithm or ESPRIT algorithm to realize AOA estimation.
Assuming that there are N POPs between BS and MS, N I-BSs can be determined, the known position and real position of the i th I-BS are expressed with [ , ]
x y  X respectively, the relation can be expressed with the following formula:
In the formula, xi n and yi n are the error of known position of I-BS at the direction of X and Y axis. 
. AOA measurements can be expressed as:
where,
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Clustering analysis based ray tracing method (CART)
To realize tracing of POP, we need to find out POS from multipath signals and complete tracing of propagation path. However, in the process of ray tracing, if we don't consider AOA estimation error and deflection angle caused owing to reflection on the surface of building, the estimation of propagation path will be greatly influenced and the tracing path will deviate from real path seriously, i.e. the result of ray tracing deviates the passing building or incidences on the error building surface.
In order to solve the above problems, during the process of POP ray tracing, we can introduce several paths from BS and reflection point respectively according to every signal received, get multiple possible propagation paths (feasible path) through continuous iteration, and select optimal path among all feasible paths as the result of tracing.
Let's take Fig. 2 
Carry out collision test for multipath led from BS in microcell based on geometric model, find out reflecting surface and calculate the position of reflection point. According to specular reflection principle, calculate reflective angle 1 ,...,
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of every path at the position of reflection point, and then lead to N reflective paths at each reflection point in the range of ( , )
 is standard deviation of deflection angle on the surface of building, and the angle of every reflective path is:
Carry out collision test for every reflective path again, find the next reflecting surface and repeat this process until the ending conditions of tracing is realized. Figure 2 . Position oriented path inverse ray tracing schematic diagram In [1] [2] [3] ,the declining energy of signal is too great after reflected for three times or above, so BS cannot receive such signal. Therefore, if the length of tracing path meets L c  , where L is length of tracing path, c is velocity of light,  is estimation of time delay of signal, then the tracing of this path will be terminated. When the length of tracing path has experienced reflection for three times before meeting the above formula, the tracing of such path will be considered as a failure and then terminate the tracing. Look toward MS from BS, the terminal points in feasible paths of multipath signal got in the above method consistent with real propagation path gather around actual position of MS. Set the terminal of the i th signal on the j th feasible path as , p i j X , utilize systematical cluster analysis thought for the terminals , p i j X of all feasible paths, and find out paths that terminal of path gathers around target.
Select the classification with highest degree of gathering at terminal points of feasible paths as optimal classification 0 G with the gravity center as 0 X . If a signal gets the terminal point of feasible path according to the method, and it belongs to 0 G we get after cluster analysis, thus this signal is POS. If multiple terminal points of feasible paths of a POS belong to 0 G , then the feasible path through which the terminal point is nearest to gravity center 0 X is deemed as the optimal tracing path of the signal propagation path.
In conclusion, the procedures of clustering analysis based ray tracing method is summed as the following: 1) according to TOA and AOA measurements of multipath signal received by BS, get feasible paths of each path; 2) make cluster analysis of terminal points of all feasible paths and determine optimal classification; 3) according to optimal classification, determine POS and the optimal propagation path.
Position of Image Base Station
The 
There are N POPs between BS and MS, so N I-BSs can be determined.
[ , ]
shows respectively the known position and real position of the i th I-BS, i X  is got according to 0 X  and the corresponding POP. When carrying out environment modeling, this paper assumes that the surface of building as quasi-speculum, so when ray is reflected on the surface of building, incident angle may not be equal to reflex angle. In this case, to avoid increasing additional error in position estimation of MS, we can revise the reflected surface of building and construct a virtual construction surface. As is shown in Fig.3 , the signal is reflected on the surface i F of building, rotate angle  with the center of reflection point P X , and make incident angle  equal to reflex angle  . According to analytic geometry and formula (1), we can get the formula of virtual building surface, which is expressed as: 
, and we can get the following formula according to (10) and (11). On the basis of that BS completes ray tracing of signal and gets I-BSs, we can estimate the MS position by AOA measurements at I-BSs. To simplify the problem, we assume the relationship between BS position and I-BSs position is accurate, namely A and B in formula (12) are accurate. In order to improve positioning accuracy of bearing line intersection based AOA method, we can get rid of SIBL. Thus, we can consider introducing circular error probable (CEP) to solve this problem. On 2D conditions, circular error probable is defined as the probability that positional result falls into circle area C with real position of MS as center. Circle area C is called error probability circle, its radius is defined as n times of radius of GDOP [24] and determined by (13) . Of them, CEP P R  indicates the radius of circle area C into which the positioning result falls with probability P . According to [24] , in (13) , the relation between P and n can be determined by (14) and (15) . 
ln ( are considered as effective intersections. Under the circumstance that probability is P , find out effective intersections and use effective intersection for position estimation of MS to reduce the impact of SIBL on positioning accuracy. We will discuss GDOP calculation problem below. In consideration of error of I-BSs, according to (4), make differentiation for i  and get:
where
By use of pseudo inverse, get position error estimation of target: 
Here, we still substitute real position of target with intersection of the i th bearing line and j th bearing line, and get
, , ,ˆ,
Then the intersection of the ith bearing line and jth bearing line is
, and the non-normalized weight on X axis and Y axis is:
The set formed by all effective IBLs is P , make
Normalize the weight of effective IBLs ( ,î j p  P )
, 0
According to (28) and (29), weighted sum IBLs, the estimation of MS position is
To sum up, GWIAOA-RT method is proposed in this section mainly includes the following four steps: 1) get measurements of TOA and AOA of multipath signal;2) utilize CART to identify POSs in multipath signal and realize path tracing; 3) gain position of I-BSs and their AOA measurements; 4) realize the estimation of MS position. The specific steps of GWIAOA-RT method are as the following table. Table 1 . GWIAOA-RT Method 
Its CRLB matrix is 1   C J , and then CRLB of method can be got from CRLB matrix:
Simulation Result and Analysis
To verify the performance of the method given in this paper, this section makes contrast of positioning performance of GWIAOA-RT method, CAOA method, WIAOA method, CWIAOA method and SA method in two typical scenarios. In each scenario, Monte-Carlo simulation is carried out for 1000 times, then we can collect statistics on Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Cumulative Distribution of position error of each method. Fig. 4 gives building layout of microcell where BS and MS located, and propagation paths of POS on the condition of pure specular environment (PSE) and quasi specular environment (QSE). POP on the condition of quasi specular environment is established according to signal propagation model in Section II.
Simulation will be carried out in two scenarios. In scenario 1, there are 1-order and 2-order POPs, and I-BSs are on both sides of MS. In scenario 2, there are only 1-order POPs, and all I-BSs are located on one side. In these two scenarios, we can analyze the impact of different I-BS distributions on positioning accuracy of method.
Scenario 1: there are four buildings in microcell, their projection coordinates at ground are known, and shown as Table 2 . The real coordinate of BS is (0, 45), and the real coordinate of MS is (240, 40). There are five 1-order and two 2-order POPs between BS and MS (as is shown in Table 3 ), namely seven I-BSs in total, as is shown in Fig.4 . BS can get AOA measurements of the POPs. According to the relationship between BS position and I-BSs position, AOA measurement of each POP at BS converts the AOA measurement at corresponding at I-BSs. AOA measurement error at I-BSs complies with Gaussian distribution with zero mean, and standard deviation is From Fig.7 , we can see, in scenario 2, the performance of CAOA method is the worst, the performance of SA method is superior to CAOA method. Because known position of BS has error, RMSEs of CAOA method and SA method deviate from CRLB, while the positioning performance of GWIAOA-RT, WIAOA and CWIAOA method is close when   is small, but with the increasing of   continuously, the performance of GWIAOA-RT will be superior to that of other methods. From Fig.8 , we can see, when 5     , the overall performance of GWIAOA-RT method is still superior to that of other methods.
Comparing scenario 1 with scenario 2, we can see the positioning performance of the above kinds of methods is better in scenario 1 than in scenario 2, that is to say, when I-BSs are distributed around target, the positioning performance of methods is better. Meanwhile, because the known position of BS has error, RMSE of the above five kinds of methods has certain deviation compared with CRLB. From Fig.5 and Fig.7 , we can see, for GWIAOA-RT, WIAOA and CWIAOA method, the impact of s  will be weakened relatively with the increasing of   in the case that s  is fixed. Simulation result shows that GWIAOA-RT method given in this paper in different simulation scenarios has better adaptability than other kinds of methods and the positioning accuracy of such method is superior to other methods in the whole.
Conclusion
This paper gives a GDOP-weighted intersection method for ray-trace based target localization using AOA measurements on quasi-specular condition. The core thought of the method is to utilize cluster analysis thought to realize ray tracing, construct multiple I-BSs at BS according to relative measurements of multipath signal, utilize circular error probable to determine effective intersection among all IBLs, give corresponding weight according to GDOP, merge them and get position estimation of MS. GWIAOA-RT method revises the building surface passed by POP, makes the calculation of I-BS position more accurate, and reduces the impact on solution precise of MS position. Meanwhile, the impact of position error of BS on result in GDOP calculation is considered, and the method is not an iterated method, i.e. it doesn't need initialized value. And MS position estimate of GWIAOA-RT method can be used as the initialized value of the other positioning method. Simulation result indicates, compared with WIAOA method, CWIAOA method SA method and CAOA method, GWIAOA-RT method has better adaptability and the overall positioning accuracy of the method is higher.
